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The screened exchange (sX) hybrid functional has been widely used in computational
material science. Although it has widely been studied in bulk systems, less is
known about its functional behavior in surface systems which are crucial to many
technologies such as materials synthesis and nano-electronic devices. Assessing
the screening dependent functional behaviors in the surface systems is therefore
important for its application in such systems. In this work, we investigate the
screening effects of the sX in CO adsorption on Pt(111) surface. The differences
between the sX and Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functionals, and the
effects of screening parameters are studied. The screening has two effects: first,
the HOMO-LUMO gap is screening dependent. This affects the site preference
most significantly. In this work, atop adsorption of CO/Pt(111) is predicted by
the hybrid functionals with screened exchange potential. The sX(1.44) gives the
largest HOMO-LUMO gap for the isolated CO molecule. The adsorption energy
difference between the atop and fcc site is also the largest by the sX(1.44) which
is explained by the reduced metal d states to the CO 2π* state back-donation,
with stronger effect for the fcc adsorption than for the atop adsorption; second,
the adsorption energy is screening dependent. This can be seen by comparing the
sX(2.38) and HSE06 which have different screening strengths. They show similar
surface band structures for the CO adsorption but different adsorption energies,
which is explained by the stronger CO 5σ state to the metal d states donation or the
effectively screened Pauli repulsion. This work underlines the screening strength as
a main difference between sX and HSE06, as well as an important hybrid functional
parameter for surface calculation. C 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4954032]
INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory (DFT) has become the standard technique to calculate the electronic
structures of materials.1–3 Its wide application attributes to the general computational accuracy and
practical moderate computational cost. The latter is achieved in the Kohn-Sham (KS) wisdom4
by mapping the many-electron interacting system to an auxiliary non-interacting system with the
same ground state electron density. The accuracy of this procedure is taken care of by the proper
exchange-correlation (XC) functional. The most widely used XC functionals such as the local
density approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) replace the XC
energy of the many-electron Schrodinger equation with a functional of the local electron density.5,6
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The LDA and GGA describes the ground state properties such as the lattice constant quite well
at low computational cost. However, it is well known that these two functionals underestimate
the band gaps of semiconductors and insulators due to the lack of energy discontinuity across the
Fermi level as a functional of electron occupancy.7,8 At the same time, the LDA and GGA are
not well suited for the description of strongly correlated systems, partly due to the incomplete
self-interaction cancellation.9 One of the most advanced methods to remedy the drawbacks of the
LDA and GGA is the GW method.10–14 Here, the self-energy of a system is approximated using a
Green’s function technique with dynamically screened Coulombic interaction. The quasi-particle
energy is then obtained by correcting the KS eigenvalues, using the expectation values of the
approximated self-energy over each KS orbital. The GW method can achieve accurate band struc-
ture description, however, it is prohibitively computationally demanding for applications to complex
systems. Therefore, a DFT-style functional of both high accuracy and moderate computational cost
is still useful.
The advantages are offered by hybrid functionals, which are a class of functionals that empiri-
cally mix a certain percentage of non-local Hartree-Fock (HF) potential with a local XC functional.
This is motivated by the fact that pure HF exchange tends to over-estimate the band gaps, while
the LDA causes underestimation;6,7,9 the opposing behaviors thus largely cancel if balanced by
suitable mixing scheme. Although more costly than the LDA and GGA, hybrid functionals are
substantially less computationally expensive compared to GW method. We apply on two hybrid
functionals in this work, which were both found to give accurate description of the band gaps
of various systems15–21: HSE0622–24 is one of the most well-known hybrid functionals for use in
extended systems. It includes 25% (but tunable) of non-local HF exchange that is screened in long
range by an error function erfc(ω∗|r − r′| ), where ω is the screening parameter of HSE06 and |r − r′|
is the electron separation. In contrast to HSE06, the screened exchange (sX) functional25 includes
100% (fixed) of HF exchange and the correlation effect is manifested in screening the HF over a
shorter distance. This is achieved by introducing a factor which decays exponentially with electron
separation, namely, exp(-ks∗|r − r′| ), where ks is the Thomas-Fermi (TF) screening constant. Its
contribution to the total energy in a periodic system of plane waves is
EsXnl = −
1
2

ij,kq
  ϕ∗ik(r)ϕik(r ′) exp(−ks |r − r ′|)ϕ∗jq(r ′)ϕjq(r)
|r − r ′| drdr
′ (1)
where i and j label electronic bands, k and q are the k points. We also include a local contribution
EsXloc[n(r)] to maintain the exact XC energy for the homogeneous electron gas (HEG). This ensures
that the sX meets both the LDA and HF limits for the HEG at long and short screening lengths.
EsXloc[n(r)] = EHEG[n(r)] − EHEGnl [n(r)] (2)
where the first term on the right is just the LDA functional. The second term is the non-local
exchange-correlation energy of the HEG with a density n(r). Combining the local and non-local part
gives the full sX exchange-correlation energy,
EsX[n(r)] = EsXloc[n(r)] + EsXnl [n(r)] (3)
The TF screening constant represents the screening range of the electron interaction. If ks = 0, the
non-local XC becomes the full HF energy and the local part becomes the LDA correlation energy.
If ks is infinite, there is full screening. The HF part is screened away and the XC energy is equal to
the local part and pure LDA. Therefore sX gives the correct asymptotic limit of the free electron gas
and the screened functional of sX functional is closer to the Coulomb-hole and screened-exchange
(COHSEX) in the first-order GW method. Therefore, better performances of the sX functional are
anticipated.
In the work by Feibelman,26 the inability of DFT to correctly predict the atop adsorption
site of CO on Pt(111) was outlined, which since then has become a benchmark test for advanced
DFT functionals and theories even beyond DFT.27 According to the low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis,28–31 CO resides on the atop site of
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Pt(111), singly coordinated to one Pt atom. It was noted that increasing the energy difference be-
tween the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) might cure this problem of DFT,32–34 and that this could be achieved by using hybrid func-
tionals.33,35–38 However, the B3LYP functional marginally failed to achieve this site preference,33
as did a study using the HSE06 hybrid functional.35 A recent work found that the PBEh hybrid
functional can give the correct site preference by treating the 5s and 5p states as the core states.36
Alternatively, inclusion of non-local correlation effects corresponding to dispersion-type van der
Waals interactions in density functional39 and embedded, correlated wavefunction-based method
with a kinetic energy density functional approach40 are reported to improve the prediction of the
correct adsorption site. It has also been shown27 that the random phase approximation (RPA), which
is closely connected to the GW method, can give the adsorption energy close to the experimental
value and predict the correct atop adsorption site. Recently, screened non-local hybrid density func-
tional with a RPA long range correlation has been proposed.41,42 Moreover, varying the screening
parameter was found to affect the overall accuracy of HSE06 hybrid functional.43 Therefore, given
the wide application and practical moderate computational cost of sX, studying the screening effects
of sX is important in its own right and provides useful information for designing new functionals
like sX+ RPA which could potentially be interesting. In this work, we thus investigate the screening
effects of the screened exchange (sX) hybrid functional in CO adsorption on Pt(111) surfaces.
METHODS
The adsorption geometry of CO on Pt(111) is relaxed in a (
√
3x
√
3)-R30◦ supercell containing
four layers of metal and 15 of Å vacuum, as shown in Fig. 1. The sX method has been implemented
within the planewave basis set and pseudopotential formalisms in the CASTEP code.44 The valence
FIG. 1. Top view of the CO adsorption on (a) the atop site and (b) the fcc site of the (
√
3x
√
3)-R30◦ Pt(111) or Rh(111)
surface; side view of the CO adsorption on (c) the atop site and (d) the fcc site. Big atoms are Pt or Rh, grey atom is C and
red atom is O.
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electron wave functions are described by a planewave expansion and the ion-electron interactions
are described using the norm-conserving pseudopotentials of the Kleinman-Bylander form, treating
the 5s and 5p states as core states. Treating the 5s and 5p states explicitly as the valence states was
reported.38 Within the scope of this work, the behavioral differences between the sX functional and
HSE06 functional, and the screening effect of the sX functional are reflected in a same functional
independent parameterization scheme. A cutoff energy of 1000 eV and a 4x4x1 Monkhorst-Pack K
points mesh are used. For the HSE06 functional in this work, we use the same screening parameter
as in Ref. 38. The total energy of the supercell is converged to 3×10−5 eV. The adsorption energy of
CO on Pt(111) is calculated according to equation
Eads = ECO−Pt111 − ECO − EPt111 (4)
where Eads is the adsorption energy, ECO−Pt111 is the total energy of the supercell containing CO
on Pt(111), ECO and EPt111 are the total energies of the supercells containing CO and Pt(111) only,
respectively. The surface energy of Pt(111) is calculated according to equation
Esurf =
1
2
(EPt111 − NEbulkPt) (5)
where Esurf is the surface energy, EPt111 is the total energy of the supercell containing Pt(111), EbulkPt
is the bulk energy per Pt atom, N is the number of atoms in the Pt(111) supercell. The pre-factor
1
2 accounts for the fact that there are two identical Pt(111) surfaces in the Pt(111) supercell model.
The primitive cell of bulk Pt is relaxed using a 8x8x8 k-point mesh, which has roughly the same
Brillouin zone sampling density as in the slab calculation. A four-layer Pt(111) surface model has
been adopted in previous works on HSE0638 and PBE0,36 respectively, where reasonably good
convergence for adsorption energy and surface energy calculations was reported. In order to ensure
its adequacy, we perform surface energy calculations on Pt(111) models of six, eight, ten and
twelve layers, respectively, by GGA functional in the assumption of similar convergence behaviors
between GGA and hybrid functionals, and in the attempt to avoid the larger computational demand
of the hybrid functional calculations. We observe decreasing surface energy up to 1x10−2 eV/u.a.
with increasing number of layers, which is equivalent to 2% surface energy variation and reasonably
adequate for purpose of this work. A 4x4x1 k-point mesh has also been adopted for the same slab
supercell size in Refs. 36 and 38. where it is reported to be good enough to produce reliable results.
In order to ensure the reliability, we perform surface energy calculations on a four-layer Pt(111)
model using and 5x5x1, 6x6x1, 7x7x1 k-point meshes, respectively, by GGA functional. To the
best of our knowledge, the latter grid is the densest reported Brillouin zone sampling for hybrid
functionals applied to this system. We find that the total energy of the Pt(111) slab is well converged
to 0.03 eV with respect to the k-point sampling density, resulting in less than 1% surface energy
variation which is reasonably good.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculate the surface energy of Pt(111) and the CO adsorption energy on different sites
of Pt(111). The adsorption energies on the atop site against the surface energies by different
functionals are plotted in Fig. 2. Two screening parameters are considered for the sX functional:
ks = 1.44 Å−1 and ks = 2.38 Å−1, denoted as sX(1.44) and sX(2.38) respectively. The Thomas-
Fermi screening parameter in sX functional is proportional to the one sixth root of valence electron
density.45 It has been found that due to the nature of screening and similar valence density in a
wide range of solid state materials, the screening parameter generally falls into this range.45 A
larger screening parameter leads to a stronger screening effect. Fig. 2 indicates that the surface
energies calculated by both the HSE06 and sX functionals are smaller than the experimental value,
i.e. over-stabilizing the surface. It would be expected that this would result in too small adsorption
energies, however, the contrary is found: Our calculated adsorption energies from both the HSE06
and sX functionals are larger than the experimental value.
Fig. 3 compares the site preferences predicted by the HSE06 and sX functionals. It shows that
both the HSE06 and sX functionals predict the correct site preference. It is interesting that for the
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FIG. 2. Adsorption energy on the atop site against surface energy of CO adsorbed on Pt(111) or Rh(111) by the PBE, HSE06
and sX functionals. For the sX, different screening parameters are used for comparison.
FIG. 3. Adsorption energy on the atop site against adsorption energy on the Pt(111) or Rh(111) fcc site by the PBE, HSE06
and sX functionals. For the sX, different screening parameters are used for comparison.
sX functional, the adsorption energy on the atop site only slightly decreases by 0.10 eV for Pt(111)
(we also compare it with Rh(111) system and find 0.02 eV difference for Rh(111) system) with
stronger screening effect, while it increases significantly for the fcc site adsorption by 0.34 eV for
Pt(111) (0.43 eV for Rh(111)), by changing the screening parameter from 1.44 Å−1 to 2.38 Å−1. In
the comparison between CO adsorption on Pt(111), it is also noted that the functionals, except for
the sX(1.44), predict a preference of the atop binding for Rh over that for Pt, which agrees with
Ref. 38 that the preference for the atop binding decreases with increasing d band filling. This is
explained in terms of the occupation of the antibonding 5σ-d hybridized states that destabilize the
molecular surface bond, in the conventional CO 5σ–metal d states interaction picture. In contrast,
the sX(1.44) functional does not predict so. The density of states (DOS) of the surface Pt and the
CO molecule on the atop site are plotted in Fig. 4. For the HSE06 functional, the energy levels of
the 5σ and 2π* states are well described despite of the slightly lower 2π* state than the experimental
value. The 5σ and 2π* energy levels given by the sX(2.38) functional are similar to that given by the
HSE06 functional. They both give similar metal d bandwidth, which is overestimated compared to
the experiment, as also noted by Ref. 27. On the other hand, the sX(1.44) functional predicts a larger
energy gap between the 5σ and 2π* states. The 5σ state lies at larger binding energy compared with
experimental value, and the 2π* state is shifted towards vacuum level away from the experimental
value. The metal d bandwidth is also further increased for the sX(1.44) functional.
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FIG. 4. DOSs of adsorbed CO on the atop (up) and fcc (down) sites of Pt (111) by the (a) PBE, (b) HSE06 and (c), (d) sX
functionals. For the sX, different screening parameters are used for comparison. Shaded areas indicates experimental values
from50 and51 for 5σ, 1π and 2π∗ states, respectively.
We also show the band structure of the CO adsorbed on the fcc site. For all functionals consid-
ered, we find more contribution of O in the interval between the 5σ energy level and the Fermi
energy level for the fcc site adsorption than that for the atop site adsorption. This is rationalized
as the stronger back-donation effect for the fcc site adsorption,46 as in the context of the Blyholder
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model.47 Upon CO adsorption, there is significant mixing of the adsorbate 1π and 2π orbitals
(the latter accounts for back-donation) with the metal d band, generating three new hybrid π orbitals
in an allylic configuration.48,49 Thus a band is formed by an antibonding 1π and a bonding 2π
admixture to the metal d band, leading to a cancellation of orbital amplitude at the carbon and
an increase at the oxygen. From the DOS, we also see that the 5σ state lies at lower bonding
energy for the fcc site adsorption than that for the atop adsorption as calculated by each functional,
respectively. This indicates a weaker interaction (donation) of CO 5σ with metal d states for the fcc
site adsorption. The intensity of the 2π*-d and 5σ-d interactions is in agreement with that from sym-
metry considerations. Although the HSE06 and sX(2.38) functionals give similar CO/metal(111)
band structures, the HSE06 functional gives a smaller adsorption energy for both the atop and fcc
adsorption. This is because they have different strengths of CO-metal d states interaction, given their
different HOMO-LUMO gaps for isolated CO, as will be shown below.
The calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps of the isolated CO by different functionals are given in
Table I. The CO bond length is calculated by the PBE functional and then fixed for the calculation.
The isolated CO HOMO-LUMO gaps increase in the sequence of sX(2.38)<HSE06<sX(1.44).
Given the nearly identical sX(2.38) and HSE06 band structures of CO on Pt(111), this suggests
stronger interaction between CO and metal d states by the sX(2.38) as it induces a stronger
down-shift of the 5σ state of CO compared to HSE06 for adsorption. Recent theoretical work45
pointed out that the decreased screening of the exact exchange in the sX functional leads to an
opening of the band gap. The sX(1.44) gives the largest difference of adsorption energies between
the atop and fcc adsorption, which is difficult to achieve by other functionals including some ap-
proaches by the HSE06.35 This is closely related to the larger HOMO-LUMO gap of CO from
the sX(1.44) that prevents the predominant contribution of back-donation in the bond formation,
which is inherently strong for the fcc adsorption46,52 and becomes more effectively if the CO
HOMO-LUMO gap is small.
We also compare the atomization energy of the CO molecule by different functionals, as shown
in Table I. We see that the PBE functional predicts a lower energy for breaking a CO bond compared
with the hybrid functionals. It is interesting that the sX(2.38) functional gives the largest atomiza-
tion energy, which indicates the most stable CO. Note that the Pt(111) surface is also predicted to
be rather stable by the sX(2.38) among these functionals (second most stable), thus the adsorption
energy of CO on the metal surface is expected to be small for the sX(2.38) functional. On the other
hand, Fig. 3 shows large adsorption energy by the sX(2.38), in particular for the fcc adsorption.
This can be explained by the larger shift of the 5σ state of CO relative to its original energy
level in the isolated molecule by the sX(2.38), which implies stronger donation effect from CO 5σ
state to metal d states in the standard Blyholder model.47 From a different perspective by Fohlisch
et al,48,49 CO adsorption on Pt(111) involves π and σ interactions where π interaction is attractive
but σ interaction is repulsive and they partially compensate each other. The repulsion between CO
σ system and the metal s band is minimized by intermixing the σ orbitals and shifting the 5σ
state to larger binding energy. Accordingly, the sX(2.38) effectively reduces the repulsion by larger
downward shift of the 5σ state, the adsorption energy is therefore large. Interestingly, this can also
be interpreted as the screening reducing the strength of the electronic repulsion. The sX(2.38) has
the strongest screening among the functionals studied here, as will be shown later.
Now consider the sX(1.44), the HOMO-LUMO of isolated CO is also the largest and the 2π*
state shifts to the vacuum most, which generally decreases the adsorption energy, with stronger
TABLE I. Calculated values by different functionals of CO HOMO-LUMO gap, CO atomization energy and Pt (111) work
function.
HSE06 PBE sX(1.44) sX(2.38) Exp
CO HOMO-LUMO Gap (eV) 8.2 6.5 9.2 7.8 ∼11.9 (on Pt)50,51,53,54
Atomization Energy (eV) -16.5 -15.2 -16.1 -16.7 -11.1
Pt Work Function (eV) 5.9 5.7 6.2 6.1 5.755
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effect for the fcc site than for the atop site. This fact disfavours the atop adsorption for the sX(1.44)
to that for the sX(2.38). However, the sX(1.44) also gives more unstable isolated CO and Pt(111)
surface. This promotes the atop adsorption. As the result of these two competing effects, the adsorp-
tion energy for the atop site is still larger for the sX(1.44) than that for the sX(2.38) as shown in
Fig. 3. The fcc adsorption energy, on the other hand, is decreased significantly due to the strongly
reduced metal d states to CO 2π* state back-donation effect.
The behavior of the sX functional in the CO/Pt(111) system must be rooted in the intrinsic
functional properties. Inclusion of the HF potential and screening of the HF potential are the most
prominent features of the sX and HSE06 hybrid functionals. Fig. 5 compares the fraction of the HF
potential kernel (∝ 1
r
) in different functionals. The HF potential in sX functional is Thomas-Fermi
screened and the fraction of the HF potential decreases in an exponential manner with respect to
distance according to exp(-ks*r), as labelled in the figure. While for the HSE06 functional, the HF
potential is screened by an error function erfc(r) that the fraction of the HF potential decreases with
respect to distance according to 0.25*erfc(r), where the pre-factor 0.25 accounts for the mixing
percentage. Here, it is easier to treat the mixing percentage (HF fraction at r=0) of HF potential
and the screening parameter as two independent functional parameters, as in Ref. 43. By doing
so, we are able to define the “screening strength” as follows, which is directly comparable among
sX, HSE06 and GGA, regardless of the mixing percentage of HF potential. The absolute value of
the slope of the HF fraction curve as a function of the distance reflexes the strength of screening,
namely, how fast the fraction of HF potential decays with distance. We first summarize the ef-
fects of screening strength. It can be seen that the strength of screening increases in the sequence
of HSE06<sX(1.44)<sX(2.38). Note that GGA has no HF and screening included. As has been
discussed above, the effects of screening are at least two-fold: first, the HOMO-LUMO gap is
screening strength dependent. The site preference is most affected by this factor. The sX(1.44) gives
the largest HOMO-LUMO gap for the isolated CO molecule. The adsorption energy difference
between the atop and fcc site is also the largest by the sX(1.44) which is explained by the reduced
metal d states to the CO 2π* state back-donation, with stronger effect for the fcc adsorption than
for the atop adsorption; second, the absolute value of the adsorption energy is screening strength
dependent, as is clear by comparing the sX(2.38) and HSE06 which give similar band structures
but have large screening strength difference. The larger adsorption energy by sX(2.38) than HSE06
can be understood by the stronger CO 5σ state to the metal d states donation or mitigation of
the electronic repulsion by the stronger screening. By comparing HSE06 and GGA functionals,
Stroppa et al38 found that for atop adsorption, the HSE06 adsorption energies are larger than the
GGA ones. This was interpreted by the suppression of charge depletion from surface layer to
FIG. 5. Comparison of the HF fraction in different functionals. The screening kernels of respective functionals are indicated.
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vacuum by HSE06, which reduces the steric repulsion. We here provide an alternative explana-
tion based on the nature of screening: the stronger screening provided by HSE06, the weaker the
Coulombic (steric) repulsion. Moussa et al43 found that by using a single ω value in erfc(ω r) of
HSE06 with 0.95 HF mixing percentage, the sX(ks) band gaps for various semiconductors can be
reproduced; but the ω value has to be large, indicating stronger screening strength than normal
HSE06 is required. This further underlines the difference between sX and HSE06 in terms of the
screening strength which is an important hybrid functional parameter for both bulk and surface
calculations. Despite of the correct site preference predicted by the hybrid functional in this work,
both of the adsorption energy and the surface energy have discrepancy with the experimental values,
which is a known failure of the hybrid functional.27,38
The possible effects of different mixing percentage of HF potential of the sX and HSE06 still
cannot be ruled out. In terms of pure metal surfaces, Soini et al56 found that the smaller HF mixing
percentage in the TPSSh hybrid functional, compared with 20% HF in B3LYP and 25% HF in
PBE0, offers a reasonable compromise between the self-interaction corrections and static correla-
tion that it yields an overall good description of the late transition metal clusters. In terms of CO
adsorbate on Pt(111) surface, Ref. 36 reported correct site preference based on the PBE0 functional
which has no screening; on the other hand, GGA is found not able to get the right answer and it
has no screening either. The difference may therefore come from a different HF mixing percentage.
The HF mixing percentage can have the same effect as the screening strength in terms of tuning the
HOMO-LUMO gap. It is noteworthy that the sX includes 100% of Hartree-Fock exchange (at r=0),
compared with 25% of the HSE06. The sX also has more relevant screened potential as the GW.
Further case studies on the CO/Pt(111) problem by varying the HF mixing percentage in HSE06
might be useful to identify other HF mixing percentage dependent functional behaviors.
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of screening parameter of sX are studied in CO adsorption on Pt(111) surface.
The sX(1.44) functional gives the largest CO HOMO-LUMO gap which tends to reduce the
back-donation effect for the fcc adsorption more effectively than that for the atop adsorption. As
a result, the sX(1.44) functional predicts the largest difference of adsorption energy on the atop
and fcc sites. The difference between the sX(2.38) and HSE06 is explained by a stronger donation
effect of the sX(2.38) or effectively screened Pauli repulsion, which is rooted in their difference of
screening strength. Therefore, two effects of the screening are extracted from these results: first,
the HOMO-LUMO gap is screening dependent. This affects the site preference most significantly;
second, the adsorption energy is screening dependent. This work underlines the screening strength
as a main difference between sX and HSE06, as well as an important hybrid functional parameter
for surface calculation. The effects of another independent parameter, e.g. the mixing percentage
of HF potential, is subject to further study. This work provides useful insights into the screening
dependent behaviors of the sX applied to surface systems.
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